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I EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Hemson Consulting Ltd., in association with Riva Modeling, was retained by the 
Town of Newmarket in the fall of 2012 to prepare a Capital Financing 
Strategy/Asset Replacement Fund (ARF) Study. The overall assignment can broadly 
be separated into three parts. This report summarizes the results of the Part 1 peer 
review: 

Part 1: Peer review of existing asset replacement fund and policies 

Part 2: Preparation of Capital Financing Sustainability Strategy 

Part 3: Preparation of Development Charges Background Study and By-law 

It is noteworthy that the Town of Newmarket has been proactive in addressing the 
need to have funds available to replace capital assets as they age. The Town’s ARF 
dates back to 1998. Funding for the timely replacement of capital assets is one of the 
cornerstones of financial sustainability.  

Town Staff have previously reported to Council the need to increase ARF funding in 
order to replace the Town’s existing capital assets at the notional end of their useful 
lives. It has been reported that if contributions to the ARF are left at present levels a 
capital funding gap will occur. The so-called capital funding gap is a significant 
concern across North America. Clearly closing capital funding gaps must be 
balanced against acceptable levels of taxation and other priorities that a municipality 
may face. 

Based on the tables prepared as part of an internal ARF review by staff, the Town’s 
total asset inventory replacement cost (excluding valuation of Town owned land) is 
estimated at just under $1 billion in 2012 dollars. The largest total replacement cost 
values within the inventory are for roads (30%), wastewater (18%) and water (14%). 
Within those asset classes presently funded from the tax rate, roads represents over 
44% of the total. 
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For tax supported services, the Town’s annual capital replacements are anticipated to 
be under $13 million per year between 2013 and 2021. The annual replacement 
requirements will rapidly increase in the 2020s as many of the roads that were built 
in the 1980s will require reconstruction. The combined tax-supported ARF accounts 
are currently in a negative position. With static contributions at current levels, the 
combined negative reserve fund balance is forecast to increase from $25.7 million in 
2013 to $155.9 million in 2025. At 2035, the deficit is projected to be over $600 
million. 

As part of this review it is estimated that a 3.2% annual tax increase would be 
required to fully fund scheduled capital replacements. Even under this approach large 
funding gaps persist throughout the 2013–2025 period, perhaps necessitating project 
replacement deferrals and continued inter-fund borrowing. It is noted that no 
alternative funding sources have been considered in the current analysis. Additional 
funding may include such sources as non-gas tax grants, land sale revenue, hydro 
dividends, fundraising, developer contributions, etc. This will be explored in Part 2 
of the study. 

Since the useful lives for water and sanitary sewer are much longer, the major impact 
of these replacements will likely not be felt until the mid-2030s. Between 2013 and 
2027 the replacement requirements for utility rate-supported services are below $1.6 
million annually. Unlike tax-supported services, the utility rate-supported balance is 
forecast to be positive until 2046 assuming current contribution levels. It is noted 
that steps to increase the ARF contribution to address funding requirements in the 
post-2046 period have already been initiated by the Town through rate increases 
recommended in the Corporate Services Information Report (Finance) 2012-12 
related to the Water and Wastewater Financial Plan.  

A. THE TOWN SHOULD CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING SERVICE-SPECIFIC 
TECHNICAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 

In general, the Town’s capital asset inventory data are used for the purposes of 
financial reporting and PSAB compliance. The intent of the recommendations 
summarized below is to help move the Town towards a more robust use of the data 
for asset planning purposes, and to use these data to better identify and address 
funding priorities and strategies necessary to overcome capital funding gaps. We 
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understand that the Town has approved a new asset manager position and funding 
for more comprehensive asset management systems. These notable and important 
steps indicate the Town’s continuing commitment to maintain or enhance its capital 
assets in a state of good repair. 

Service-specific recommendations to improve the ARF inventory data include the 
following:  

 Further integrate Roads Needs Study Data as a source for ARF inventory 
purposes. 

 Coordinate road resurfacing and reconstruction useful lives in the ARF data 
inventory. In Part 2 of the Study, evaluate longer resurfacing and 
reconstruction life-cycles from both a technical engineering and financial 
perspective. 

 The Town’s new GIS based lengths for water mains and sanitary sewers 
should be used in the ARF inventory rather than the assumed road based 
lengths in the present inventory. 

 The Town should coordinate underground infrastructure replacements with 
road reconstructions and resurfacing events in the inventory data sets. 

 Adding pipe diameter, depth and material type to the inventory would 
provide the Town with more accuracy when estimating replacement costs 
and priority ratings. This may be considered as a longer-term 
recommendation that can be improved as assets are replaced or condition 
assessments undertaken. 

 The Town has an existing water main relining program. It would be advisable 
to indicate when pipes in the inventory have been relined so that remaining 
useful lives can be re-established. 

 Similar to relining, it may be useful to identify when water mains received 
cathodic protection so that remaining useful lives in the ARF data inventory 
can be re-established. 

 The Town should ensure that local sewage pumping stations are included in 
the asset inventory. It is recommended that the inventory reflect component 
elements of the pumping stations since useful lives of such elements as 
structures, pumps and electrical equipment differ. 
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 The Town should ensure that replacement cost estimates used in the ARF 
inventory are reasonable. In Part 2 of this Study the replacement costs from 
sources such as the Town’s insurance records, recent tenders and values used 
in other GTA municipalities should be reviewed and updated as required.  

 The useful lives for buildings vary in the tangible capital asset and ARF 
inventories. The Town should adopt uniform life expectancy assumptions. 

 The Town has identified building components for the Magna Centre and 
Operations Centre which reflects more accurate replacement timing and 
costs. As a longer term refinement, the Town should undertake a similar 
approach for other major facilities in the ARF inventory. 

 The ARF does not presently include certain parks inventory data such as 
playground equipment, sports fields, lighting etc. This should be added to the 
ARF inventory. 

B. TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS THAT APPLY TO ALL ASSET CATEGORIES ARE 
PROVIDED BELOW: 

 The Town should undertake a condition assessment review of the assets 
identified for replacement each year as part of the capital budget process (e.g. 
CCTV inspection of sewers). While it is noted that this is normally done by 
the Town, the information identified through the review should be 
incorporated into the ARF inventory to provide more specific replacement 
schedules than those that are based on the notional useful life assumptions 
presently contained in the ARF inventory. 

 The Town should establish a priority ranking system that can be incorporated 
into the ARF inventory. This ranking system should be developed in 
consultation with Council. 

 All inventory data should be consistent for use in PSAB reporting1, the ARF, 
development charges and the capital budget.  

In this Part 1 Report, the ARF is examined without regard to other Town capital 
requirements and funding sources. Part 2 of this study will refine infrastructure repair 

                                                 
 

1 Values are reported on an historical basis for PSAB purposes, but the basis for the valuations 
should be consistent with other inventory data. 
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and replacement requirements discussed above and will utilize those refinements as 
part of a comprehensive capital financing strategy (see subsection D of Section IV). 
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II STUDY BACKGROUND 

Hemson Consulting Ltd., in association with Riva Modeling, was retained by the 
Town of Newmarket in the fall of 2012 to prepare a Capital Financing 
Strategy/Asset Replacement Fund (ARF) Study. The overall assignment can broadly 
be separated into three parts: 

Part 1: Peer review of existing asset replacement fund and policies 

Part 2: Preparation of Capital Financing Sustainability Strategy 

Part 3: Preparation of Development Charges Background Study and By-law 

This report summarizes the results of the Part 1 review. The discussion of the existing 
ARF considers both technical and policy issues. Technical issues relate to a review of 
the underlying data and assumptions used to establish the Town’s valuation of its 
tangible capital assets and the future replacement requirements. Policy issues relate 
to the growing funding gap that has been identified by the Town under its current 
funding envelopes and makes recommendations to be explored further in Part 2 to 
ensure that the funding of capital replacements is sustainable. 

We would note that there are many definitions of financial sustainability. The 
definition used by the Local Government Association of Australia is the simplest 
and most comprehensive: 

“…a government’s ability to manage its finances so it can meet its spending 
commitments, both now and in the future. It ensures future generations of 
taxpayers do not face an unmanageable bill for government services provided to the 
current generation.” 

Further, the Government Finance Officers Association of the U.S. and Canada 
recommends that governments regularly engage in long-term financial planning. The 
so-called capital funding gap is a significant concern across North America, and steps 
to close the gap are important to the attainment of financial sustainability. 
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Clearly closing the funding gap must be balanced against acceptable levels of 
taxation and other priorities that a municipality may face. In general, regular,  
incremental and gradual funding increases through the tax and utility base is 
considered more desirable than attempting to address funding requirements over a 
short time-frame. 

The Town of Newmarket has been proactive in addressing the need to have funds 
available to replace capital assets as they age. The Town’s ARF dates back to 1998. 
The Town has also reported regularly on the status of its ARF and the tax and rate 
implications of ensuring financial sustainability as demonstrated in the Corporate 
and Financial Services Reports (Finance) 2008-33, 2009-38, and 2009-44 related to 
tax-supported services; the Corporate Services Information Report (Finance) 2012-
12 related to water and wastewater financial plans; and the Joint Fire Services and 
Corporate Services Report (Finance) 2011-03 related to the Central York Fire 
Services. Additionally, the Town’s Reserve and Reserve Fund Guidelines (2008) 
state that the ARF is intended “to have sufficient funds available to finance the 
replacement of capital assets at the end of their expected useful life calculated 
annually.” 

The intent of the recommendations in this Part 1 Report is to identify issues to be 
addressed in Part 2 that will move the Town towards a more sustainable asset 
management funding position. 
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III TOWN’S EXISTING PRACTICE 

In the Town of Newmarket, as is the case with most municipalities across Ontario, 
the level of funding provided through annual budgets is inadequate to cover future 
asset repair and replacement responsibilities. Since large parts of Newmarket were 
developed relatively recently, the Town has yet to feel the full impact of a large 
number of assets reaching the end of their useful lives. For tax-supported services, the 
Town’s capital replacement requirements are projected to increase significantly after 
2020.  

Like all Canadian municipalities, Newmarket was required to report on its inventory 
of tangible capital assets beginning in 2009. These data form the basis of much of the 
inventory data used for the Asset Replacement Reserve (ARF) review the Town has 
recently undertaken. For roads and related infrastructure, the Town relies on recent 
updates of the Roads Needs Study. The basis for the ARF will be explained in more 
detail below. The Town’s asset inventory is Excel-based with assets grouped by class.  

There are a few unique jurisdictional delineations that should be noted. With the 
exception of land and buildings, fire is a shared service with the Town of Aurora. 
Therefore, the CYFS is reported separately from fire. It should also be noted that 
water and sewer are shared services with the Region. The Town is responsible for the 
local linear mains and local pumping stations while the Region is responsible for the 
transmission and collection mains and plant infrastructure. As such, only the Town’s 
assets are considered in the ARF. Finally, sidewalks on Regional roads are the 
Town’s responsibility but not the roads themselves. 

Based on the tables prepared as part of an internal ARF review by staff, the Town’s 
total asset inventory replacement cost is estimated at just under $1 billion in 2012 
dollars (see Table 1).  
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Table 1 
Value of Asset Inventory 

Class 
Total Replacement 

Cost ($2012) 
% of 
Total 

% of Tax 
or Rate 
Support 

Tax Supported  

Buildings $102,490,000 10% 15% 
Machinery and Equipment $14,520,000 1% 2% 
Vehicles $3,480,000 0% 1% 
Fire Vehicles $6,110,000 1% 1% 
Library $2,200,000 0% 0% 
Road (base & surface) $296,420,000 30% 44% 
Sidewalks $34,160,000 3% 5% 
Storm Sewer $89,300,000 9% 13% 
Bridges (base & surf.) & Culverts $12,940,000 1% 2% 
Trails & Walkways $29,340,000 3% 4% 
Parking Lots $28,590,000 3% 4% 
Street Lighting $30,520,000 3% 4% 
Land Improvement1 $30,470,000 3% 4% 
Subtotal Tax $680,540,000 69% 100% 
Rate Supported     
Water $133,670,000 14% 44% 
Wastewater $172,820,000 18% 56% 
Subtotal Rate $306,490,000 31% 100% 
TOTAL $987,030,000 100% 100% 
Note 1: Includes SWM Ponds, Tennis Courts, Backstops, CUSP, and $1.2m in park 
improvements 
Note 2: The replacement cost estimated in the table do not include any valuation for 
Town owned land 
Source: Town of Newmarket ARF spreadsheets 

 

In Newmarket, the largest total replacement cost values within the inventory are for 
roads (30%), wastewater (18%) and water (14%). Of the remaining asset classes, 
only building values exceed 10% of the total inventory value. Within those asset 
classes presently funded from the tax rate, roads represents over 44% of the total.  

The values in the preceding table are calculated based on the key unit costs and 
sources described in Table 2. 
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Table 2
Asset Replacement Costs and Sources 

Asset Category 
Unit Cost 
($2012) 

Source 

Road Base $144/m2 
Unit cost ($/m2) based on average 2011 project 
actuals indexed to 2012 at 4% 

Road Surface $16/m2 
Unit cost ($/m2) based on average 2011 project 
actuals indexed to 2012 at 4% 

Sidewalks $134/m 

Unit cost ($/m) based on average 2011 project 
actuals indexed to 2012 at 4%. Increased by 
26% to take into account instances where 
sidewalks are on both sides of road. 

Water  $567/m 
Unit cost ($/m) based on average 2011 project 
actuals indexed to 2012 at 4%  

Sewer $796/m 
Unit cost ($/m) based on average 2011 project 
actuals indexed to 2012 at 4% 

Storm $406/m 
Unit cost ($/m) based on average 2011 project 
actuals indexed to 2012 at 4% 

Bridges & Culverts  
Based on 2007 replacement costs indexed by 
Statscan Non-Residential Building Construction 
Price Index (NRBCPI) 

Trails, Walkways, Parking Lots  Based on 2007 replacement costs indexed by 
NRBCPI  

Streetlights & SWM Ponds  Based on 2007 replacement costs indexed by 
NRBCPI  

Other Land Improvements  
Based on 2007 replacement costs indexed by 
NRBCPI  

Buildings  Estimated by Public Works 

IT Equipment  Estimated by IT Department 

Fire Vehicles & Equipment  Estimated by CYFS 

Library Furniture & Equipment  Estimated by Library 

All Other Vehicles & Equipment  Acquisition cost indexed by 2% per year 

 

The unit costs will be further reviewed in Parts 2 and 3 of this study to ensure 
consistency and reasonableness. For example, the replacement value in the ARF for 
the Ray Twinney Complex is implied at $136 per square foot which could be two to 
three times lower than comparable facilities elsewhere in the GTA. 
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A. TOWN’S FORECAST OF REPLACEMENT NEEDS HAS THREE CATEGORIES 

The Town has separated its capital replacement requirements into three categories: 
tangible capital asset works; program and non-TCA replacements; and outstanding 
debentures.  

1. Tangible Capital Asset (TCA) Replacements 

The Town has examined the long-term costs of replacing its inventory of capital 
assets according to the replacement schedule prepared as part of the ARF Review 
(see Table 3). The replacement schedule follows a straight-line approach and does 
not consider the potential rehabilitation of infrastructure (besides road and bridge 
resurfacing). The approach currently does not consider interest. 



Table 3A
Asset Replacement Requirement Forecast -Indexed

Tax Supported
($000)

Year Fire Library
Road 
Base

Road 
Surface

Sidewalk
Bridge & 
Culvert

Trail & 
Walkway

Parking 
Lot

SWM 
Pond

Streetlight
s

Other 
Land 

Impmt.

Storm 
Sewer

Building M&E Vehicles
Total Tax 
Supported

2013 728        144        934        331        -       2,354   6,980    18,091 9,734   965        998      -       -       74        73        41,404   
2014 1,373     138        4,245     923        378      69        454       -       503      1,019     -       48        -       168      103      9,422     
2015 1,897     262        1,228     2,348     -       93        448       1,570   2,452   1,076     -       -       -       689      690      12,753   
2016 837        176        944        483        -       -       -        -       -       1,137     408      -       -       1,541   646      6,172     
2017 499        80          720        2,105     177      -       -        240      -       1,200     -       -       -       1,082   529      6,632     
2018 -         156        988        894        73        333      -        -       1,177   1,267     -       -       -       748      604      6,238     
2019 978        180        931        1,369     102      55        223       -       688      1,831     -       -       50        1,186   708      8,301     
2020 71          360        178        1,756     26        2,409   -        758      1,830   1,728     -       -       173      1,141   -       10,430   
2021 781        135        8,497     4,295     835      -       399       -       -       1,126     248      -       76        694      312      17,399   
2022 156        320        9,349     1,576     995      -       1,113    3,683   -       1,346     -       -       -       5,309   755      24,603   
2023 37          73          1,842     1,352     214      -       -        1,409   555      1,218     -       -       -       117      831      7,648     
2024 985        198        7,213     2,835     751      -       826       -       -       1,391     -       -       1,782   1,049   578      17,609   
2025 51          381        8,176     3,455     852      1,042   1,272    237      4,259   1,820     581      -       715      1,170   718      24,729   
2026 127        886        38,107   1,889     4,169   118      -        -       -       2,333     -       -       -       1,662   813      50,102   
2027 1,144     337        1,863     3,563     190      870      6,351    -       481      2,340     -       -       1,000   1,272   31        19,442   
2028 1,028     213        9,839     9,800     1,084   270      1,410    -       436      1,799     1,797   -       27        1,410   186      29,299   
2029 1,529     179        21,113   1,558     2,184   354      10,133  -       -       2,093     207      -       -       1,276   833      41,461   
2030 2,482     494        18,783   2,944     4,728   977      4,201    4,797   -       1,916     -       -       2,265   395      853      44,836   
2031 1,053     158        11,875   969        1,248   541      6,299    -       -       3,427     735      -       1,541   806      704      29,356   
2032 560        382        40,165   2,412     4,074   -       2,821    -       1,713   1,895     -       -       7,519   7,658   743      69,942   
2033 97          153        92,788   725        9,369   -       -        -       -       2,801     519      -       4          739      1,042   108,236 
2034 1,875     297        6,229     2,022     634      2,980   5,193    625      -       2,992     501      -       -       316      -       23,663   
2035 61          225        20,674   5,145     5,449   588      2,130    6,659   -       3,311     2,204   -       20,923 684      243      68,296   

HEMSON



Table 3B
Asset Replacement Requirement Forecast - Indexed

Rate Supported
($000)

Year Water
Sanitary 
Sewer

Water & 
Sewer 

Vehicles 
& M&E

Total 
Utility

Tax And 
Utility 
Total

2013 -       -       -       -        41,404 
2014 386      361      -       748       10,170 
2015 -       -       87        87         12,841 
2016 -       -       390      390       6,561   
2017 1,014   -       272      1,286    7,917   
2018 -       -       154      154       6,392   
2019 -       -       676      676       8,977   
2020 1,505   -       46        1,551    11,981 
2021 -       -       44        44         17,443 
2022 -       -       59        59         24,663 
2023 262      -       -       262       7,910   
2024 -       -       -       -        17,609 
2025 -       -       43        43         24,772 
2026 314      -       1,251   1,565    51,668 
2027 -       -       332      332       19,774 
2028 1,736   -       187      1,923    31,221 
2029 331      -       68        399       41,860 
2030 2,044   -       57        2,100    46,936 
2031 3,033   -       53        3,086    32,443 
2032 1,354   -       -       1,354    71,296 
2033 1,614   -       892      2,506    110,742
2034 1,316   -       -       1,316    24,980 
2035 712      -       53        765       69,061 

HEMSON
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The Town’s projection of capital replacements by year is generally based on the 
useful lives used in the ARF Review as sampled in Table 4 below and the 
replacement cost estimates discussed in Table 2. Useful lives for other asset classes 
are included in the analysis but not shown below.  

Table 4
Key Useful Lives 

Asset Category 
Useful Life (Years) 

TCA Review 
Useful Life (Years) 

ARF Review 

Road Base/Surface 40/20 45/20 

Sidewalk 25 45 

Water 50 
60 for construction prior to 1990; 

80 for construction after 1990 

Sanitary Sewer 50 80 

Storm Sewer 50 100 

Buildings  40 
Generally 40 years for buildings 
without components identified 

separately (e.g. roofs, HVAC etc.) 

 

Table 3 shows the Town’s forecast annual replacement requirements from 2013 to 
2035. For most classes, the values are indexed at 4% annually. This assumption is 
reasonable in today’s environment. 

The 2013 tax-supported requirement is estimated at $41.4 million. This reflects 
significant overdue expenditures for parking lots, trails and walkways and stormwater 
management facilities which total $34.8 million (84% of 2013 total requirement).  
Beyond 2013, the annual replacement values are anticipated to be under $13 million 
until 2021. The annual replacement requirements will rapidly increase in the 2020s 
as many of the roads that were built in the 1980s require reconstruction.  

Since the useful lives for water and sanitary sewer are much longer, the major impact 
of these replacements will likely not be felt until the mid-2030s.  

We would note that the Town’s existing models establish replacement dates and 
costs for road resurfacing and road reconstruction independently of one another. 
This method may overstate future requirements since a resurfacing may not be 
required if the road is to be reconstructed and vice versa.  
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The Town’s roads data are linked using common segment identifiers. Therefore, the 
data can be structured to improve the coordination of infrastructure rehabilitation 
and replacements in the capital replacement forecast. 

The quantitative water, sanitary sewer and storm sewer data in the ARF are assumed 
to be based on the road segment lengths. The Town is presently reviewing if this 
infrastructure can now be independently examined from its updated GIS records. 
Since replacement of this infrastructure is often undertaken in conjunction with 
road reconstruction, the data can be coordinated with the road segment data. 

We would also note that the ARF does not include certain parks inventory data such 
as playground equipment, sports fields, etc.  

2. Program-Related and Non-TCA Replacements 

Program-related and Non-TCA replacements cover all expenditures that are not 
included in the TCA inventory. Program-related expenditures include capital 
expenditures budgeted through the operating budget (as opposed to the capital 
budget). This includes items such as asphalt patching, pipe inspections and relining, 
and materials used for minor equipment repairs. Non-TCA replacement capital 
includes minor equipment that falls below TCA valuation thresholds. Table 5 shows 
the Town’s forecast of the anticipated program-related and Non-TCA replacement 
requirements for both tax- and rate-supported services assuming a 4% annual 
increase. 
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Table 5
Forecast of Program-Related and Non-TCA Replacements 

Town of Newmarket 
 

Year 

Tax Supported Rate Supported 

Total Annual Program 
Replacements 

Other Non-
TCA 

Replacement 
Subtotal 

Annual 
Program 

Replacements 

2013 $2,991,000 $195,000 $3,186,000 $601,120 $3,787,120 

2014 $3,111,000 $185,000 $3,296,000 $625,165 $3,921,165 

2015 $3,235,000 $458,000 $3,693,000 $650,171 $4,343,171 

2016 $3,365,000 $351,000 $3,716,000 $676,178 $4,392,178 

2017 $3,499,000 $371,000 $3,870,000 $703,225 $4,573,225 

2018 $3,639,000 $317,000 $3,956,000 $731,354 $4,687,354 

2019 $3,785,000 $254,000 $4,039,000 $760,609 $4,799,609 

2020 $3,936,000 $685,000 $4,621,000 $791,033 $5,412,033 

2021 $4,093,000 $265,000 $4,358,000 $822,674 $5,180,674 

2022 $4,257,183 $606,948 $4,864,131 $855,581 $5,719,712 

2023 $4,427,470 $201,021 $4,628,491 $889,804 $5,518,295 

2024 $4,604,569 $315,019 $4,919,587 $925,397 $5,844,984 

2025 $4,788,751 $667,142 $5,455,894 $962,412 $6,418,306 

............... 

2035 $7,088,522 $750,817 $7,839,339 $1,424,606 $9,263,945 
Note: Values inflated at 4% annually 
Source: Town of Newmarket ARF Review 

 

3. Outstanding Debentures 

The fund is also used to fund existing debenture payments for the Magna Centre, 
Youth Centre and the tax-supported share of the New Operations Centre. The 
current annual tax-supported component of these debentures is approximately 
$912,000. The rate-supported share for the New Operations Centre debenture is 
$81,000 annually through 2031. Debenture payments related to capital asset 
replacement is a reasonable application of ARF funding. 

B. FUNDING SOURCES 

The funding of major capital repairs and replacements derives from tax and utility 
rate contributions to the ARF as well as gas tax receipts. 
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The Town’s ARF dates back to 1998. The fund was set up to pay for the replacement 
of assets that had reached the end of their useful lives.  

The Town’s 2005 Sustainability Plan states the Town should: 

... review the asset replacement fund principles to ensure replacement costs will be 
achieved within the lifecycle expectancy of all assets. 

This was reinforced by the Reserve and Reserve Fund Guidelines (2008) which state 
the ARF is intended: 

To have sufficient funds available to finance the replacement of capital assets at the 
end of their expected useful life calculated annually. 

From 2008 to 2012, the contributions to the ARF have remained static as a 
reasonable response to the recession and pressure on Town revenue. 

Table 6 provides the 2012 contributions by department and the estimated December 
31, 2012 balances for the tax- and rate-supported ARF accounts. 
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Table 6 
2012 Budget 

Contributions to the ARF 

Service 
2012 

Transfers to 
ARF 

Transfer % 
of Total 

Transfer % 
of Tax or 

Rate 

Forecast Dec 31, 
2012 Balance 

Tax Supported 

Fire (Town owned) $15,738 0% 0% ($208,651) 

CYFS (Shared with Aurora) $355,499 3% 5% ($689,635) 

IT $790,204 6% 10% $1,129,866 

Roads 1 $3,846,107 30% 50% $926,723 

Parks $760,259 6% 10% ($8,087,431) 

Other $649,501 5% 8% $1,571,659 

Library $223,550 2% 3% ($285,355) 

Facilities $1,119,425 9% 14% ($20,003,928) 

Subtotal $7,760,283 61% 100% ($25,646,752) 

Rate Supported 

Water  $2,340,537 18% 47% $15,467,728 

Sewer $2,650,528 21% 53% $10,470,491 

Subtotal $4,991,065 39% 100% $25,938,219 

TOTAL $12,751,348 100% 100% $291,467 

Note 1: Includes storm sewers  
Source: Newmarket 2012 Budget 
 

As shown in Table 6, $7.8 million in tax-supported funding was contributed to the 
ARF in 2012. Approximately half of this amount was for roads and related 
infrastructure. Just under $5 million was contributed through utility rates for water 
and sanitary sewer services. 

The ARF balances for tax-supported services are in a deficit position of $25.6 million 
with approximately $20 million of that amount relating to facilities (Town-owned 
buildings).  Conversely, the ARF accounts for rate-supported services have a positive 
balance of $25.9 million. The Town commonly uses inter-fund borrowing from the 
rate accounts to the tax-supported accounts.  Clearly, inter-fund borrowing will have 
to be repaid over the long term. 
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C. TOWN’S CURRENT TAX SUPPORTED ARF PROJECTION 

The Town’s most recent long-term ARF projection for tax-supported services is 
included as Table 7. Storm sewers are included in the tax-supported grouping to be 
consistent with the Town’s current practice. This results in a slight variation 
between Table 7 and the Town’s internal forecast which included storm sewers 
under the water and sewer umbrella. 

  



Table 7
ARF Balance Forecast with No Change to Contribution

Tax Supported Services
($000s)

Year
 Beginning 

Balance 
 Status Quo 
Contribution 

Tax Levy
 Increase in 

Levy 
Contribution

 Revised 
Contribution 

 Gas Tax 
Grant 

 TCA 
Replacement 

 Non TCA 
Replacement 

 Annual 
Programs 

 Debenture 
Payment 

 Ending 
Balance 

2013 (25,647)         7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     41,404           195                 2,991      912            (61,109)         
2014 (61,109)         7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     9,422             185                 3,111      912            (64,700)         
2015 (64,700)         7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     12,753           458                 3,235      912            (72,019)         
2016 (72,019)         7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     6,172             351                 3,365      912            (72,778)         
2017 (72,778)         7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     6,632             371                 3,499      912            (74,152)         
2018 (74,152)         7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     6,238             317                 3,639      912            (75,219)         
2019 (75,219)         7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     8,301             254                 3,785      912            (78,432)         
2020 (78,432)         7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     10,430           685                 3,936      912            (84,354)         
2021 (84,354)         7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     17,399           265                 4,093      912            (96,985)         
2022 (96,985)         7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     24,603           607                 4,257      912            (117,325)       
2023 (117,325)       7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     7,648             201                 4,427      912            (120,474)       
2024 (120,474)       7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     17,609           315                 4,605      912            (133,876)       
2025 (133,876)       7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     24,729           667                 4,789      912            (154,933)       
2026 (154,933)       7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     50,102           272                 4,980      912            (201,160)       
2027 (201,160)       7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     19,442           378                 5,180      41              (216,161)       
2028 (216,161)       7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     29,299           477                 5,387      41              (241,325)       
2029 (241,325)       7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     41,461           274                 5,602      41              (278,664)       
2030 (278,664)       7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     44,836           748                 5,826      41              (320,075)       
2031 (320,075)       7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     29,356           243                 6,059      41              (345,736)       
2032 (345,736)       7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     69,942           958                 6,302      -             (412,899)       
2033 (412,899)       7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     108,236         263                 6,554      -             (517,912)       
2034 (517,912)       7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     23,663           186                 6,816      -             (538,538)       
2035 (538,538)       7,760             46,587           -                7,760            2,279     68,296           751                 7,089      -             (604,634)       

HEMSON
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The underlying assumption in Table 7 is that the ARF contributions are held static. 
The TCA funding requirement reflects the replacement costs, useful lives and 
inflation assumed at 4% annually for most asset classes. The forecasts for non-TCA 
and program expenditures are inflated at 4% annually.  

As shown in Table 7, the Town currently uses gas tax funding to offset a portion of 
the capital replacement program. The current gas tax funding amount of $2.3 million 
is forecast to remain static over the forecast period, and it is the Town’s current 
practice to use gas tax funds for roads projects. 

As noted earlier, the combined tax-supported ARF accounts are currently in a 
negative position. With static contributions at current levels, the combined negative 
reserve fund balance is forecast to increase from $25.7 million in 2013 to $155.9 
million in 2025. At 2035, the deficit is projected to be over $600 million. 

D. ARF PROJECTION ASSUMING ANNUAL TAX INCREASE OF 3.2% 

To better understand the magnitude of the ARF shortfall, an alternative scenario 
follows (see Table 8). If the Town were to target fully funding the ARF capital 
requirements by the year 2025, much larger funding contributions would be required 
in the early years to build up the cash balances in time for the major replacements 
expected in the 2020s. Table 8 is predicated on achieving a nil ARF balance at 2025. 
To achieve this, a 3.2% annual tax increase would be required. Even under this 
approach large funding gaps persist throughout the 2013–2025 period, perhaps 
necessitating project replacement deferrals and continued inter-fund borrowing.  

No alternative funding sources have been considered in the current analysis. 
Additional funding may include such sources as non-gas tax grants, land sale 
revenue, hydro dividends, fundraising, developer contributions, etc. This will be 
explored in Part 2 of the study. 

In 2008, Town staff estimated that annual tax increases of 1.5% would be required to 
fully fund ARF capital requirements to 2025. This figure was revised to 1.7% in 
2009. Having ARF contributions static from 2008 to 2012 due to the economic 
downturn worsened the situation previously reported to Council in 2008 and 2009. 
Accordingly, a larger tax rate increase would be required to achieve the Town’s 
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stated objective to have sufficient funds available to finance the replacement of 
capital assets at the end of their expected useful lives. As noted previously, this 
notional level of funding would have to be balanced against other council capital 
funding priorities, alternative revenue sources and economic conditions. This will be 
further explored in Part 2 of the present study. 

Although not shown in Table 8, we would note that a 3.6% annual tax increase 
would be required to achieve a nil balance at 2035. This results from a significant 
increase in the roads and related infrastructure funding requirements around 2033.  

  



Table 8
ARF Balance Forecast with 3.2% Annual Tax Increase

Tax Supported Services
($000s)

Year
 Beginning 

Balance 
 Status Quo 
Contribution 

Tax Levy
 Increase in 

Levy 
Contribution 

 Revised 
Contribution 

 Gas Tax 
Grant 

 TCA 
Replacement 

 Non TCA 
Replacement 

 Annual 
Programs 

 Debenture 
Payment 

 Ending 
Balance 

2013 (25,647)         7,760             46,587           1,493            9,253            2,279     41,404           195                 2,991      912            (59,616)         
2014 (59,616)         7,760             48,080           1,541            10,794          2,279     9,422             185                 3,111      912            (60,172)         
2015 (60,172)         7,760             49,621           1,590            12,385          2,279     12,753           458                 3,235      912            (62,867)         
2016 (62,867)         7,760             51,211           1,641            14,026          2,279     6,172             351                 3,365      912            (57,361)         
2017 (57,361)         7,760             52,853           1,694            15,720          2,279     6,632             371                 3,499      912            (50,775)         
2018 (50,775)         7,760             54,547           1,748            17,468          2,279     6,238             317                 3,639      912            (42,134)         
2019 (42,134)         7,760             56,295           1,804            19,273          2,279     8,301             254                 3,785      912            (33,834)         
2020 (33,834)         7,760             58,099           1,862            21,135          2,279     10,430           685                 3,936      912            (26,382)         
2021 (26,382)         7,760             59,961           1,922            23,057          2,279     17,399           265                 4,093      912            (23,716)         
2022 (23,716)         7,760             61,883           1,983            25,040          2,279     24,603           607                 4,257      912            (26,777)         
2023 (26,777)         7,760             63,867           2,047            27,087          2,279     7,648             201                 4,427      912            (10,600)         
2024 (10,600)         7,760             65,914           2,113            29,199          2,279     17,609           315                 4,605      912            (2,562)           
2025 (2,562)           7,760             68,026           2,180            31,380          2,279     24,729           667                 4,789      912            (0)                  
2026 (0)                  7,760             70,206           2,250            33,630          2,279     50,102           272                 4,980      912            (20,358)         
2027 (20,358)         7,760             72,457           2,322            35,952          2,279     19,442           378                 5,180      41              (7,167)           
2028 (7,167)           7,760             74,779           2,397            38,349          2,279     29,299           477                 5,387      41              (1,742)           
2029 (1,742)           7,760             77,175           2,474            40,822          2,279     41,461           274                 5,602      41              (6,019)           
2030 (6,019)           7,760             79,649           2,553            43,375          2,279     44,836           748                 5,826      41              (11,816)         
2031 (11,816)         7,760             82,202           2,635            46,010          2,279     29,356           243                 6,059      41              773               
2032 773               7,760             84,836           2,719            48,729          2,279     69,942           958                 6,302      -             (25,421)         
2033 (25,421)         7,760             87,555           2,806            51,535          2,279     108,236         263                 6,554      -             (86,660)         
2034 (86,660)         7,760             90,362           2,896            54,431          2,279     23,663           186                 6,816      -             (60,615)         
2035 (60,615)         7,760             93,258           2,989            57,420          2,279     68,296           751                 7,089      -             (77,051)         

HEMSON
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E. UTILITY RATE SUPPORTED ARF PROJECTION 

Table 9 provides the Town’s long-term projection of water and sanitary sewer ARF 
funding requirements and reserve fund balances. Unlike tax-supported services, the 
rate-supported balance is forecast to be positive until 2046 assuming current 
contribution levels. It is noted that steps to increase the ARF contribution to address 
funding requirements in the post-2046 period have already been initiated by the 
Town through rate increases recommended in the Corporate Services Information 
Report (Finance) 2012-12 related to the Water and Wastewater Financial Plan. 
These new contribution increases are not reflected in Table 9. 
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Table 9
ARF Balance Forecast

Rate Supported Services (Water and Sanitary Sewer)
($000)

Year
 Beginning 

Balance 
 Status Quo 
Contribution 

 TCA 
Replacement 

 Annual 
Programs 

 Debenture 
Payment 

 Ending 
Balance 

2013 25,938              4,991            -                  601               81               30,247            
2014 30,247              4,991            748                  625               81               33,784            
2015 33,784              4,991            87                    650               81               37,957            
2016 37,957              4,991            390                  676               81               41,801            
2017 41,801              4,991            1,286               703               81               44,722            
2018 44,722              4,991            154                  731               81               48,747            
2019 48,747              4,991            676                  761               81               52,221            
2020 52,221              4,991            1,551               791               81               54,789            
2021 54,789              4,991            44                    823               81               58,832            
2022 58,832              4,991            59                    856               81               62,828            
2023 62,828              4,991            262                  890               81               66,586            
2024 66,586              4,991            -                925             81              70,571           
2025 70,571              4,991            43                  962             81              74,475           
2026 74,475              4,991            1,565             1,001          81              76,819           
2027 76,819              4,991            332                1,041          81              80,356           
2028 80,356              4,991            1,923             1,083          81              82,261           
2029 82,261              4,991            399                1,126          81              85,646           
2030 85,646              4,991            2,100             1,171          81              87,284           
2031 87,284              4,991            3,086             1,218          81              87,890           
2032 87,890              4,991            1,354             1,266          -             90,261           
2033 90,261              4,991            2,506             1,317          -             91,429           
2034 91,429              4,991            1,316             1,370          -             93,734           
2035 93,734              4,991            765                1,425          -             96,535           
2036 96,535              4,991            10,376           1,482          -             89,669           
2037 89,669              4,991            10,455           1,541          -             82,664           
2038 82,664              4,991            1,998             1,602          -             84,055           
2039 84,055              4,991            5,736             1,667          -             81,644           
2040 81,644              4,991            11,437           1,733          -             73,464           
2041 73,464              4,991            33,222           1,803          -             43,431           
2042 43,431              4,991            3,337             1,875          -             43,210           
2043 43,210              4,991            10,701           1,950          -             35,550           
2044 35,550              4,991            16,681           2,028          -             21,833           
2045 21,833              4,991            17,185           2,109          -             7,530             
2046 7,530                4,991            10,504           2,193          -             (176)               
2047 (176)                  4,991            32,779           2,281          -             (30,245)          
2048 (30,245)             4,991            76,922           2,372          -             (104,548)         
2049 (104,548)           4,991            7,928             2,467          -             (109,952)         
2050 (109,952)           4,991            6,992             2,566          -             (114,518)         
2051 (114,518)           4,991            11,245           2,668          -             (123,440)         
2052 (123,440)           4,991            6,361             2,775          -             (127,585)         
2053 (127,585)           4,991            12,217           2,886          -             (137,697)         
2054 (137,697)           4,991            7,703             3,001          -             (143,410)         
2055 (143,410)           4,991            6,036             3,121          -             (147,576)         
2056 (147,576)           4,991            31,754           3,246          -             (177,586)         
2057 (177,586)           4,991            18,751           3,376          -             (194,722)         
2058 (194,722)           4,991            10,766           3,511          -             (204,009)         
2059 (204,009)           4,991            23,052           3,652          -             (225,722)         
2060 (225,722)           4,991            31,435           3,798          -             (255,963)         
2061 (255,963)           4,991            91,952           3,950          -             (346,874)         
2062 (346,874)           4,991            12,362           4,108          -             (358,353)         
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IV RECOMMENDATIONS  

A. SOURCES OF INVENTORY DATA 

The Town of Newmarket’s existing asset management inventory is primarily based 
on Public Sector Accounting Board (PSAB) 3150 reporting and ARF reviews. 
Various additional sources, such as Roads Needs studies and water and sewer rate 
studies, complement these sources.  

In general, the Town’s inventory data are used for the purposes of financial reporting 
and PSAB compliance. The intent of the recommendations below is to help move 
the Town towards a more robust use of the data for asset planning purposes, and to 
use these data to better identify and address funding priorities and strategies 
necessary to overcome capital funding gaps. We understand that the Town has 
approved a new asset manager position and funding for more comprehensive asset 
management systems. These notable and important steps indicate the Town’s 
continuing commitment to maintain or enhance its capital assets in a state of good 
repair. 

The technical recommendations are split into service-specific and general 
suggestions. 

B. THE TOWN SHOULD CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING SERVICE-SPECIFIC 
TECHNICAL RECOMMENDATIONS 

Service-specific recommendations to improve the ARF inventory data are as follows.  

1. Roads and Related Infrastructure 

a. Further Integration of Roads Needs Study Data 

The Town undertakes continuous reviews of its roads and related infrastructure 
through Roads Needs Studies. The Town’s current approach is to evaluate the 
condition of ¼ of the total roads inventory every year so that the entire network 
is examined within a four-year cycle. This approach is reasonable and should 
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continue since it provides management with critical data necessary for 
maintaining road and related capital in a state-of-good-repair.  

It is noted that the Roads Needs Study (latest study is from April 2012 
undertaken by McCormick Rankin) contains layers of useful data that are 
typically not included in the ARF inventories. It is recommended that the Town 
further integrate the following roads needs data into its asset management 
inventory. 

 Year of structural adequacy assessment. 

 Structural adequacy and priority rating – structural adequacy is a scale (1-20) 
that describes the general condition of each road segment. Values 1-7 
represent roads requiring reconstruction; 8-14 represent roads requiring 
resurfacing; 15-20 represent adequate roads. Priority ratings consider the 
structural adequacy and traffic volumes and are provided for roads requiring 
improvements. 

 Type of improvement and time of need – the Roads Needs Study identifies 
what projects require resurfacing and reconstruction over a ten-year period. 
These values should be used to update the remaining useful life values in the 
roads ARF inventories. 

 Total cost – reconstruction and resurfacing cost estimates (for the roads 
requiring improvements) are more detailed than those used in the asset 
management inventory. For example, the Roads Needs Study differentiates 
costing different reconstruction and resurfacing treatments. These values 
should be used in place of the existing average asset management values 
(where available). 

Although the suggested integration of data from the roads needs data above 
relates to roads, the same approach can also apply to bridges, culverts and guide 
rails which are also assessed as part of the Roads Needs Study. 

b. Road Resurfacing and Reconstruction Useful Life Coordination  

The Town’s existing ARF inventory for roads assumes a 45-year reconstruction 
life-cycle and a 20-year resurfacing life-cycle independent of one another. These 
values are both reasonable and are consistent with those of many other 
municipalities. However, we believe that the useful lives should be adjusted to 40 
year reconstruction to better coordinate with the 20 year resurfacing lifecycle. 
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We would recommend that the roads inventory be organized by road segment to 
reflect coordination of the resurfacing/reconstruction events. 

Additionally, since the Town’s road program represents a major component of 
future potential funding requirements, we would recommend that alternative 
longer useful life assumptions be reviewed in Part 2 of this study from both a 
technical engineering and financial perspective.  

2. Water, Sanitary Sewer and Storm Sewer 

a. Determination of Pipe Lengths 

Currently, the Town’s water, sanitary sewer and storm sewer pipe lengths are 
assumed to match Town and Regional road segment lengths. This approach 
should be reconsidered since the Town’s new GIS layers for these linear assets are 
considered more accurate at this time. Based on information provided by the 
Town, there are 13.5 km of water mains valued at $7.3 million in the GIS 
inventory not accounted for in the current ARF inventory. Similarly there are 
34.2 km of sewer mains valued at $27.2 million in the GIS inventory not 
accounted for in the current ARF inventory. As would be expected, the storm 
sewer inventory in the GIS system is very similar to the ARF inventory based on 
road lengths. Further review will be undertaken in Part 2. 

b. Coordination with Road Works 

Notwithstanding the comment on pipe lengths above, the Town’s use of 
consistent segment identifiers for roads, water, sanitary sewer and storm sewer 
assets is advantageous. Similar to our recommendation above regarding 
coordination of road reconstruction/resurfacing events, it is suggested that the 
Town coordinate underground infrastructure replacements with road 
reconstructions and resurfacing events in the inventory data sets.  

c. Pipe Diameter, Depth and Material Type 

Although most of the Town’s linear underground infrastructure is local in nature 
(with the Region responsible for the larger pipes), adding pipe diameter, depth 
and material type to the inventory would provide the Town with more accuracy 
when estimating replacement costs and priority ratings. This may be considered 
as a longer-term recommendation that can be improved as assets are replaced or 
condition assessments undertaken. 
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d. Relining 

The Town has an existing relining program. It would be advisable to indicate 
when pipes in the inventory have been relined so that remaining useful lives can 
be re-established. 

e. Cathodic protection 

Similar to relining, it may be useful to identify when water mains received 
cathodic protection so that remaining useful lives can be re-established. 

f. Pumping Stations 

The Town should ensure that local sewage pumping stations are included in the 
asset inventory. It is recommended that the inventory reflect component 
elements of the pumping stations since useful lives of such elements as structures, 
pumps and electrical equipment differ. 

We would also note that should any local pumping station be assumed by the 
Region in the future, adjustments to the asset inventory should be made. 

3. Buildings 

a. Review Replacement Cost Estimates 

The Town should ensure that replacement cost estimates used in the ARF 
inventory are reasonable. For example, as noted above, the implied replacement 
cost for the Ray Twinney Complex is significantly understated. In Part 2 of this 
Study the replacement costs from sources such as the Town’s insurance records, 
recent tenders and values used in other GTA municipalities should be reviewed 
and updated as required.  

b. Useful Lives 

We note that the useful lives for buildings vary in the TCA and ARF 
inventories. The Town should adopt uniform life expectancy assumptions. 

c. Building Components 

The Town has identified building components for the Magna Centre and 
Operations Centre which reflects more accurate replacement timing and costs. 
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As a longer term refinement, the Town should undertake a similar approach for 
other major facilities in the ARF inventory  

4. Land Improvements 

a. Parks 

The ARF does not include certain parks inventory data such as playground 
equipment, sports fields, lighting etc. This should be added to the inventory. 

b. Review 2013 Replacement Requirements for Parking Lots, Trails and 
Walkways and SWM Ponds 

As shown in Table 3A, significant shares of the 2013 replacement requirement 
are related to these asset classes. These should be reviewed to account for any 
projects already undertaken and/or the condition of the assets scheduled for 
replacement. 

It is recommended further that a base reconstruction/surface treatment asset 
management approach be developed for trails and walkways (similar to that used 
in the roads program), and that useful life assumptions be established for these 
events. 

C. THE TOWN SHOULD CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING GENERAL TECHNICAL 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Technical improvements that apply to all asset categories are provided below. 

1. Condition Assessments 

The Town should undertake a condition assessment review of the assets identified 
for replacement each year as part of the capital budget process (e.g. CCTV 
inspection of sewers). While it is noted that this is normally done by the Town, the 
information identified through the review should be incorporated into the ARF 
inventory to provide more specific replacement schedules than those that are based 
on the notional useful life assumptions presently contained in the ARF inventory. 

2. Priority Ranking System 

The Town should establish a priority ranking system that can be incorporated into 
the ARF inventory. This ranking system should be developed in consultation with 
Council. This could include factors such as: 
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 Probability of failure; 

 Consequence of failure (e.g. health, safety, location, damage to property, 
potential liability); 

 Town’s corporate strategic priorities. 

3. Consistency of Inventory Data 

All inventory data should be consistent for use in PSAB reporting2, the ARF, 
development charges and the capital budget. 

D. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADDRESSING FUNDING GAPS 

In this Part 1 Report, the ARF is examined without regard to other Town capital 
requirements and funding sources. The comprehensive capital financing strategy will 
be prepared in Part 2. This study will include: 

 Preparation of a ten-year growth, assessment and utility customer forecast; 

 Identification of growth-related and service upgrade capital requirements; 

 Updating of existing infrastructure repair and replacement requirements 
discussed above; 

 Integration of existing, and identification of potential new, capital funding 
sources; 

 Development of integrated tax-supported and utility rate-supported capital 
financing models; 

 Preparation of tax-supported and utility rate-supported base case capital 
forecast and revenue sources based on existing practices; 

 Review of potential financing philosophies; 

 Review of the financial capacity of the Town; 

                                                 
 

2 Values are reported on an historical basis for PSAB purposes, but the basis for the valuations 
should be consistent with other inventory data. 
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 Identification and analysis of capital funding/financing alternatives;  

 Development of a communication strategy and plan for presentation to the 
community; 

 Comparison with select municipalities; 

 Pending Provincial requirements for asset management plans; and 

 Recommendations on improvements to management information systems. 

The following recommendations are strategies and targets that will be further 
explored in Part 2 of the study. 

1. Develop Strategies to Address Funding Gap 

There are several options the Town can employ to address the identified ARF 
funding gaps. 

a. Dedicated Percentage of Tax Levy 

Many municipalities over the last ten years have adopted policies of dedicating a 
percentage of the total tax levy to asset replacements. The municipalities of 
Aurora, Brampton, Peel, and Innisfil all have 1% annual levy contributions for 
infrastructure. The Town of Oakville also has a 1% levy in addition to a 
$250,000 dedicated levy for roads resurfacing.  

The City of Mississauga was one of the first municipalities to adopt a percentage 
of tax levy-based infrastructure charge. The City’s infrastructure levy is now at 
2%. The City also includes some debenture financing within the 2% guideline.  

The Region of York has adopted a policy of increasing its 1% dedicated annual 
tax levy for asset replacement by a further 0.2% per year until it reaches 2%. 

Clearly, the amount of capital effort to support full funding of replacement 
requirements varies by situation in each municipality. There is no one size fits all 
solution for municipalities, the amount by which increases in dedicated capital 
replacement contributions depends upon many factors including amounts already 
included in their base budgets, the ages and life expectancies of capital assets, 
existing reserve fund balances, and the services for which the municipalities are 
responsible. Appropriate values for Newmarket will be evaluated during the Part 
2 analysis. 
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b. Establish Funding Targets by Asset Class 

Given the magnitude of Newmarket’s capital asset replacement requirements 
over the next ten years and beyond, dedicated tax contribution increases or 
phase-in strategies may not enable full funding of the replacement requirements. 
However, in order to make progress toward increased funding, targets by asset 
class could be established (e.g. fund 75% of critical asset replacements by a given 
year). The City of Ottawa has approved an infrastructure renewal funding target, 
indexed annually to construction inflation, to maintain City assets in a state of 
good repair to be reached within ten years and included for consideration as part 
of each year’s draft budget. 

2. Provide Adequate Funding for the Replacement of New Assets 

Although not related to the existing ARF funding gap, when new infrastructure is 
added it is important to begin contributing funds for its eventual replacement to 
avoid exacerbating the existing funding gap. This objective was established during 
the inception of the ARF by the Town in 1998. Many municipalities, including the 
Town of Oakville, have adopted policies in this regard across all asset classes.  

3. Annual Reporting 

An important component of the capital financing strategy in Part 2 will be the 
development of an annual reporting strategy. Municipalities such as the City of 
Hamilton and the City of Ottawa produce annual “report cards” that indicate how 
the organization is progressing in achieving its stated asset management objectives. 

 


